VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY ICONS RALPH BAER AND AL ALCORN HONORED AS 2015 PIONEER AWARD
RECIPIENTS
Inventors of the Magnavox Odyssey and PONG to be Inducted at the 18th D.I.C.E. Awards Ceremony
LOS ANGELES – Jan. 9, 2015 – The Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences (AIAS) will induct Ralph H.
Baer and Al Alcorn as its seventh and eighth Pioneer Award recipients for their seminal work and
contributions to the interactive entertainment industry. Baer, the serial inventor often referenced as
the Father of Video Games, was best known for creating the first ever video game system in the 1960s,
which he called the Brown Box. That unit ultimately was adapted to become the commercial product
known as the Magnavox Odyssey. Alcorn, a technologist based in Silicon Valley, is most notably
remembered for the development of PONG, which cemented the place of video games in American
culture. The beginnings of the modern video game industry can be traced to these two individuals,
whose foresight and vision re-defined the concept of play for generations.
The AIAS Pioneer Award is reserved for individuals whose career-spanning work has helped shape and
define the interactive entertainment industry through the creation of a technological approach or the
introduction of a new genre. The 2015 Pioneer Award will be presented to Alcorn and posthumously to
Baer by Rich Hilleman, chief creative director at Electronic Arts and AIAS board member, during the 18th
D.I.C.E. Awards on Thursday, Feb. 5, 2015, at The Joint in the Hard Rock Resort and Casino Las Vegas.
"Ralph and Al are the very definition of Pioneers,” said Hilleman. “Every publisher, every developer,
every platform and all of the billions of players in the world stand on their sturdy shoulders. I am one of
many who owe nearly all of what I have done to the remarkable talent and vision of these two giants.
And, while Ralph is no longer with us, he was aware of this award and I know he was honored to be
receiving this recognition from his peers. It will be one of my greatest pleasures to see Baer and Alcorn,
these two visionary lights, join our Pioneers.”
“In honoring these two very talented individuals, we are celebrating the very foundation of our industry
– one in which creativity and technology collide in seemingly limitless possibilities,” said Martin Rae,
president, Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences. “While we are saddened by the recent passing of
Ralph, we were earlier able to share the news of his induction with him and look forward to celebrating
his indelible contributions to our industry at the D.I.C.E. Award ceremony. The Academy is thrilled to
honor Pioneers Baer and Alcorn on behalf of the interactive entertainment industry and perhaps
introduce the next generation of game makers to these individuals who helped create and shape our art
form.”
Ralph Baer, The Father of the Video Game Industry
In 1940, Baer graduated from the National Radio Institute as a radio technician. A few years later, Baer
served in the US Army during World War II and he enjoyed telling the story of how he made radios out
of components from captured German mine detectors. After his discharge, 24-year-old Baer began his
studies at the Television Engineering at the American Television Institute in Chicago studying under the

likes of Lee DeForest, the very man that created the vacuum tube around 1904 and who was himself a
radio pioneer. It was in 1955 while working for Loral Electronics Corporation that Baer began playing
around with the notion of television gaming as another integral use for the emerging consumer
technology. However, the idea was still a bit premature since TVs hadn’t hit mass market yet. It wasn’t
until 1966 with the rise of mass marketed and color television as well as low-cost electronic components
that Baer could really revitalize and get working on his TV gaming idea.
Baer’s vision and persistence for TV gaming paid off, and in 1968 Baer and fellow engineer Bob Tremblay
got funded after the completion of “The Brown Box” and several games that they created for the TV
which was built with the assistance of technician Bill Harrison. Sometime soon thereafter, a Magnavox
marketing executive was finally able to convince his board that TV gaming was the next big thing and the
production of the Odyssey model 1TL200 was able to finally move forward.
The Odyssey was released to the public in September 1972 and saw a decent success for Magnavox,
selling in excess of 325,000 units as a new way for families to play together. And so the modern video
game console industry began!
Baer never stopped inventing and creating, and holds over 150 patents. Baer passed away on December
7, 2014, at his home in New Hampshire at the age of 92. He will be honored posthumously at the 2015
D.I.C.E. Awards. His son Mark Baer and grandson Alex Baer will be accepting the award in Ralph’s honor.
Al Alcorn, The Creator of PONG
Alcorn had an interest in technology from an early age, so his father signed him up for a course under
RCA on radio TV and electronics repair while he was in junior high. He used these skills to hang out and
work at a television repair company across the street from where he lived. These early skills came in
handy, and Alcorn went on to receive his Bachelors of Science degree in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science from the University of California Berkeley.
After graduation Alcorn began his career at Ampex in 1968 working on a high resolution document
storage system where he met Nolan Bushnell. Bushnell began what is now called Atari and in 1972
Bushnell hired Alcorn as the chief engineer to create a simple video ping pong game for the coinoperated arcade market. Alcorn finished the exercise in 3 months, Bushnell branded the game as PONG
and the game was mounted at Andy Capps’ Tavern in Sunnyvale, California where the game took off! In
1974 Alcorn created the first video game on a custom chip (home PONG) followed by the Atari VCS
home video game platform that launched the cartridge video game industry.
Since then Alcorn has continued to shape the technology industry as a Fellow at Apple Computer leading
a project that led to QuickTime and MPEG, Silicon Gaming to develop a multi-media slot machine for
casino gaming, Zowie Intertainment, and Integrated Media Measurement Inc. (IMMI).
Currently Al is the VP Engineering at uGetIt, volunteers at a Hack the Future (hackthefuture.org) where
we mentors young people in technology and advises several start-up companies.

The Pioneer Award’s first honoree was David Crane, co-founder of Activision and creator of games such
as Pitfall and A Boy and his Blob in 2010; followed in 2011 was Bill Budge, creator of Raster Blaster and
Pinball Construction Set; the third recipient in 2012 was Ed Logg, famed programmer of the arcade era
with Asteroids, Centipede, and Gauntlet in 2012; Dave Lebling and Marc Blank, co-founders of Infocom
and creators of the famed Zork series in 2013; most recently in 2014 Eugene Jarvis, best known for his
work in the arcade era, with Defender and Robotron: 2084.
The 14th Annual D.I.C.E. (Design, Innovate, Communicate, Entertain) Summit and 18th D.I.C.E. Awards will
take place at the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino Las Vegas, Feb. 3-5, 2015. For more information please
visit www.dicesummit.org.
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